Losses analyses of laminated magnetic materials subject to non-sinusoidal magnetic flux are presented. Comparative analyses on typical Fe-Si oriented and non-oriented grains and nanocrystalline materials are carried out considering the influence of harmonic phase shift and associated B-H minor loops. Experimental measurements are performed to illustrate the B-H characteristics behaviours. A special experimental effort is given on nanocrystalline material, where Steinmetz coefficients are experimentally identified to analyse the performances of the improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation (iGSE) when phase displaced minor loops occur. It is proven that the iGSE is efficient in predicting nanocrystalline losses versus variable phase displaced harmonics.
Introduction
In power electronics systems, components such as filtering inductors, distribution or pulse transformers, and rotating electrical machines are generally composed of laminated magnetic materials and are subject to non-sinusoidal voltage waveforms. The prediction of magnetic losses in these elements is essential if one considers the growing efforts of the designer in optimizing volumes and efficiencies and selecting the right, cost effective, laminated material. In this paper the usable analytical formulation for losses calculation in the non-sinusoidal case is presented. Afterward a set of experimental illustrations of several B-H curves is presented in order to show the influence of different voltage, or magnetic flux, shapes. In particular, an experimental evaluation of the influence of harmonic phase displacement, producing magnetic minor loops, is presented. Finally, experimental losses measurements on nanocrystalline material are compared with the iGSE analytical formulation, showing its capabilities in predicting losses in the general non-sinusoidal case with and without the presence of minor loops in the B-H characteristic. The materials under tests are oriented and nonoriented grain Fe-Si 3% and Nanocrystalline.
Magnetic losses analytical prediction
Magnetic losses are produced by the dissipation of an electrical current circulating in the magnetic material [1] . Supposing the knowledge of the current density space-time distribution j(r,t) in the material, one could simply derive the power loss per cycle P/f as expressed in (1) .
where σ is the electric conductivity, V the volume and f the frequency. For convenience, electrical engineers are used to separate this power loss into three types: hysteresis loss P hys , eddy current loss P ed , and excess loss P exc [2] . This separation does not derive from a physical interpretation of three different phenomena; however, this comes from a distinction in terms of different time and space scales behaviours of the same physical phenomena. Thus, the total losses density in a ferromagnetic material becomes: (2) Several mathematical models have been proposed in the literature for predicting magnetic losses. A review of these models is presented in [3] . Hysteresis models methods, such as the Jiles-Atherton [4] or the Preisach [5] ones can be used for deriving accurate results. However, they are limited in their practical use, due to the very high number of empirical parameters which have to be determined with a very strong experimental effort. The most usable formulation comes from the well-known empirical equation from the work of Steinmetz [6] , which combined with the latest approaches in losses separation of (2), leads to the expression reported in (3).
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Where a, b, c, C m , α and β are constants which depend on the material characteristics, C m is generally provided by the material supplier, x is the Steinmetz coefficient, t l is the lamination thickness and dv the magnetic material volumetric density [7] . A set of Steinmetz coefficients can be found in [8] . For a complete description of the losses separation in (3) one can refer to [1] or, for a summary, to [9] . The drawback of the Steinmetz based empirical formulation in (3) comes from the assumption of a sinusoidal time variation of magnetic flux. Unfortunately this hypothesis makes the expression in (3) not usable for power electronics magnetic devices due to magnetic flux harmonics content. For this reason Authors in [10] proposed a modified version of the Steinmetz formulation, based on the general hypothesis for instantaneous core loss presented in [11] , in order to extend it to the non-sinusoidal case, by considering the property of losses being dependent to the magnetic induction rate of change dB/dt. This modified version has been even further improved in [12] , and the result is given in (4) and (5).
∆
with:
where ΔB is the induction excursion, or peak-to-peak value, during one cycle. Equations (4) and (5) constitute the well-known improved Generalized Steinmetz Equation (iGSE). Notice that in (4) one computes the average rate of change of the magnetic induction during one cycle (integral term). In (4) and (5) one only uses Steinmetz parameters which are always obtainable from materiel manufacturer, supplier, or easily identified from experimental measurements. Furthermore, as stated in [12] , this model ( (4) and (5)) is suitable for predicting losses in presence of minor loops in the B-H characteristic, if the associated peak-to-peak induction excursion of each minor loop ΔB mloop is known. Many other formulations have been presented, however, due to its better accuracy [13] , only the iGSE is retained in this paper.
Experimental measurement method for losses analyses
The cores under test are equipped with two identical windings, made of Litz wire, to form two identical transformers with a unity ratio between primary and secondary. The three different examined materials are:
1. Non-Oriented Grain, 0.35mm lamination thickness (type NO2735). 2. Oriented Grain, 0.23mm lamination thickness (type GOM3X). 3. FeSiB+NbCu Nanocrystalline, 20µm tape thickness (Type VITROPERM 500F -no core-cut).
A measurement method is based on the schematic of Fig. 1 . Schematic of Fig. 1b ) is used for tests with perfectly square shaped voltage supply, whereas schematic of Fig. 1a ) is used for harmonic injection thanks to a high frequency linear power amplifier. Along with geometrical dimensions, the induced secondary voltage is used to determine the magnetic induction B, and the measured primary current i 1 allows determining the magnetic field strength as shown in (6) and (7).
where C is the magnetic induction initial condition (which can be set to 0 if the integration starts at π/2 rad of phase displacement from the zero crossing of the sinusoidal induced voltage), and l m and S are the core mean length of the magnetic flux path and the iron cross section area respectively. The losses are measured via a high frequency and high accuracy power meter (with auto adaptive input ranges). Fig. 2 shows the experimental set-up and the measured sinusoidal B-H characteristics of the three materials under test. Notice how even at 10kHz, compared to 50Hz for Fe-Si materials, nanocrystalline material presents a much better characteristic. 
Magnetic field H[A/m] Magnetic induction B[T]
Oriented grain, sinusoidal test at 50Hz Non-Oriented grain, sinusoidal test at 50Hz Nanocrystalline (VITROPERM 500F) at 10kHz
Materials comparison and voltage harmonics phase displacement analysis B-H characteristics analyses under non-sinusoidal excitation
In many power electronics applications, the voltage shape applied to magnetic component (e.g. transformers, inductors and motors) differs from the sinusoidal one; therefore the magnetic flux and induction have a non-sinusoidal time variation. To analyse the losses of the general non-sinusoidal case, it is worth to illustrate the effect of different non-sinusoidal magnetic fluxes on the B-H characteristic of several magnetic materials. This analysis is of great importance since magnetic losses are directly linked to the surface area described by the B-H characteristic (8) .
· · (8) In several applications rectangular shaped voltages are applied across filtering inductances or pulse transformers. Figure 3 presents the measured B-H characteristics of each material under test for sinusoidal and rectangular shaped voltage supplies, which correspond to sinusoidal and triangular magnetic induction time variation respectively. For each magnetic material, and for the same maximal induction, notice how the B-H characteristics are shrunk for the rectangular voltage shape case. Considering (8) , this means that losses are reduced in the rectangular voltage shape case. It is also known that the B-H characteristic presents a "growing" effect for increasing sinusoidal frequencies (higher losses at higher frequencies as described by the ordinary Steinmetz equation). All these observations agree with the iGSE theory in (4) and (5), where losses are proportional to the average magnetic induction rate of change 1/T· |dB/dt| α . Indeed the average rate of change of a triangular induction waveform (rectangular voltage shape) is lower than a sinusoidal one, and clearly a higher frequency sinusoidal induction waveform has higher average rate of change than a lower frequency one. To generalize the study one must consider the general case where voltage harmonics can be injected with arbitrary phase shifts. For this validation experimental measurements have been carried out on the oriented grain material considering a phase sweep of the 3 rd voltage harmonic applied to the system presented in Fig. 1 b) , and results are presented in Fig. 4 (for the case where the 3 rd harmonic amplitude is equivalent to the fundamental one). Notice how in Fig. 4 the minor loops are displaced with respect to the fundamental B-H loop, where a change of losses should appear. Furthermore, notice that no minor loops are created below a certain amount of harmonic phase displacement. The effect of a third harmonic phase displacement has been measured on nanocrystalline material as well and is presented in Fig. 5 . Figures 5 (a) , (b), and (c) results from a third harmonic injection with same amplitude as the fundamental one, whereas Fig. 5 (d) , (e), and (f) derive from a third harmonic injection with half of the fundamental amplitude. For the sake of comparison Fig. 5 (e) presents the B-H characteristics of a pure sinusoidal supply and with third harmonic injection. For all these measurements the peak amplitude of the voltage supply has been selected in order to respect exactly the same maximal induction B for every harmonic phase displacement.
Depending on amplitudes and phase displacements of the injected harmonic, minor loops may appear. In this case losses computation becomes slighly more complicated, since the contribution of each loop (major and minor) must be considered. This means that the actual B-H surface area to be considered for losses computation in presence of minor loops includes the area described by the fundamental, or major loop, in addition to the areas contributions of each of the minor loops. The iGSE can be used to estimate the losses in presence of minor loops by computing the average induction rate of change for each loop. The Authors of this procedure, described in [12] , programmed a routine available in [14] which will be used in the last section.
Steinmetz coefficients identification for nanocrystalline material
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the iGSE subject to phase displaced induction harmonics, coefficients of the Ordinary Steinmetz Equation (OSE) have been experimentally identified on nanocrystalline VITROPERM 500F material. 
Losses analysis versus variable phase displaced harmonics injection
In the literature no experimental validations have been carried out verifying the validity of the iGSE model presented in [10] and [12] (4), for phase displaced harmonics. This analysis has been previously presented for ferrite materials in [15] where the GSE was firstly proposed. In [12] the iGSE formulation in (4) has been validated for one case only, where the phase displacement of the added magnetic flux third harmonic was null. For illustration purposes the losses versus voltage phase displacement for the 3 rd and 5 th harmonics have been measured for several conditions of maximal induction and fundamental frequencies on the oriented grain material. Results are reported in Fig. 6 . One can notice how losses are increasing with voltage harmonic phase displacement, which is in agreement with the tendency noticeable in the measured B-H characteristics of Fig. 4 . The same losses characteristics have been measured on the nanocrystalline material and are presented in Fig. 7 . Measurements are carried out at 10kHz of fundamental frequency and third harmonic injection with fundamental (A h =A f ) and half of fundamental (A h =A f /2) amplitude. The identified Steinmetz coefficients on the nanocrystalline have been used in the iGSE formulation to estimate losses in presence of the phase displaced voltage third harmonics. Results are compared with measurements in Fig. 7 . In the case where A h =A f /2 no minor loops are created, as shown in Fig.  5(f) , whereas when A h =A f minor loops are present. The iGSE gives quite accurate results when phase displacing voltage harmonics to the fundamental, proving that this formulation is actually well founded on solid physical interpretation of losses in magnetic materials. In the measurements of Fig. 7 special attention has been given in keeping a constant maximal induction for each phase displacement. That is why working in deep saturation is convenient in order to guarantee a constant maximal induction (corresponding B-H curves in Fig. 5 ). However, Fig. 7 shows an over estimation of losses from the iGSE, except for voltages phase displacements of 0 rad and π rad. Nevertheless the error seems to never go beyond 20%, which considering measurements errors in the Steinmetz coefficients identification process and errors in the losses direct measurements of Fig. 7 , may be more than acceptable. Furthermore the iGSE seems to slightly over estimate losses, which may be accepted from designers. It has to be noted that the nanocrystalline material tested in this paper is not a cut-core. As presented in [16] the preparation for producing cut-cores highly modifies the magnetic properties of the core losses, leading to different Steinmetz coefficients. Particularly, cut-cores always present more losses than entire, not cut, ribbon bobbins.
Conclusion
Effects on the B-H characteristic and core losses under sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal magnetic inductions have been presented for Fe-Si and nanocrystalline materials. The iGSE has been verified on nanocrystalline materials for losses calculation in case of phase displacements of injected harmonics in the excitation voltage. Compared with the GSE [15] it is demonstrated that the iGSE gives better results in the whole range of phase displaced harmonics. This further demonstrates the physical validity of the iGSE formulation and an acceptable accuracy when applied to nanocrystaline materials. 
